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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On May 23, 2013, the above captioned claim came on for a hearing in

Little Rock, Arkansas.  A prehearing conference was conducted in this matter

on April 23, 2013, and a Prehearing Order was filed on that same date.  A

copy of the Prehearing Order was marked as Commission Exhibit 1, and

made a part of the record herein without objection, subject to any

modifications made at the full hearing.  

The parties stipulated to the following at the May 23, 2013, full hearing:

1) The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction of this claim.

2) The employee-employer-carrier relationship existed at all
relevant times, including June 2, 2011.
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3) Claimant’s compensation rates are $445.00 per week for
temporary total disability and $334.00 per week for permanent
partial disability.

4) Respondents offered to withdraw the pending Motion to Dismiss.
The pending Motion to Dismiss withdrawal was accepted by the
Commission.

At the full hearing, the parties agreed the following issues would be

presented for determination:

1) Whether the claimant sustained a compensable back injury by
specific incident on June 2, 2011.

2) If compensability is overcome, whether the claimant is entitled to
all associated medical treatment, temporary total disability
benefits, and attorney’s fees.

3) Notice defense.

The claimant contended at the full  hearing, that on June 2, 2011, he

sustained a compensable low back injury while performing employment

services for the respondent employer.  Claimant contended he is entitled to

all associated medical treatment, temporary total disability benefits, and

attorney’s fees.  Claimant reserved the issue of permanency.  The claimant

contended the notice defense does not apply as the respondent employer was

aware of the emergency medical treatment claimant received on June 2,

2011.  Claimant contends that should the Commission find the claimant

sustained an idiopathic fall, that the positional risk doctrine would apply in this

case and that the injury should be considered compensable.
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Respondents contended at the full hearing that the claimant did not

sustained a compensable back injury on June 2, 2011.  Respondents

contended that if compensability is overcome, claimant did not give notice of

the alleged injury until November 28, 2011, and the respondents affirmatively

raise the notice defense and argue the claimant could not be entitled to any

benefits prior to November 28, 2011.  Respondents also contended that any

injury the claimant may have would be due to an idiopathic event.

Respondents also contended that the positional risk doctrine does not apply

in this case.  Respondents also contended that with regard to temporary total

disability benefits, there is a medical record showing the claimant was

released to full duty on June 27, and therefore temporary total disability

exposure should have stopped at that point.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents, and other matters properly before the Commission, and having

had an opportunity to hear the testimony of the claimant and to observe his

demeanor, the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are hereby

made in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704:

1) The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction over this claim.

2) The stipulations agreed to by the parties and recited herein are
reasonable and are hereby accepted as fact.
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3) Respondents have proven by a preponderance of the evidence
that the claimant’s fall/event on June 2, 2011, was idiopathic in
nature.

4) Claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence
that the conditions related to his employment contributed to the
risks by placing him in a position which increased the dangerous
effect of the fall/event on June 2, 2011.

5) Since the claimant’s injury was idiopathic, it is not related to his
employment; therefore, I find the claimant has failed to prove by
a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a
compensable injury on June 2, 2011.

6) Since the claimant has failed to meet his burden of proof with
regard to compensability, the other issues outlined herein are
rendered moot.

DISCUSSION

The claimant worked for the respondent employer as an electrician.  On

June 2, 2011, the claimant testified he was “taking down brackets” on the

night shift.  The claimant testified that “taking down the brackets” required him

to be in a scissor lift.  The statement from the claimant’s coworker, Kenneth

Clark, found at Respondents’ Exhibit 2, page 2, stated that “After finishing 200

AM break, we went to complete our task.  I was stepping onto ladder and

looked over at W illiam.  He was shaking and his face was turning red.  I heard

Wayne saying Williams [sic] in trouble, so I ran around to him.  He was having

a  sizure [sic], he was foaming at the mouth.”  The claimant also testified at

the full hearing that the scissor lift was in the down position at the time of his
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fainting spell.  (T. p. 20, lines 4-7; p. 14, lines 1-11)

The medical records show that following the claimant’s June 2, 2011,

event he was transported to Medical Park Hospital by ambulance where he

was admitted for having a seizure.  (Cl. Ex. 1, p. 2)  At the hospital, the

claimant complained of back pain, and on June 10, 2011, an MRI was

conducted of the claimant’s lumbar spine which showed the claimant had a

hairline fracture at L5 and a disc herniation at the L4-L5.  

The claimant’s testimony and the medical reports differ on the number

of seizures the claimant had prior to June 2, 2011.  For instance, the claimant

testified at the full hearing that he had not had a seizure prior to June 2, 2011,

in at least the prior two or three years.  (T. p. 14, lines 21-23)  However, the

Pafford Medical Services’ ambulance report found at Respondents’ Exhibit 1,

pages 1-2, states, “PT STATES HE MAY HAVE 1-2 SEIZURES IN A YEAR-2

YRS. “  It is important to note that the claimant’s attorney conceded at the full

hearing that there is evidence in the record that the claimant had a seizure:

... And, certainly, there is evidence in the record that he had a
seizure.  (T. p. 28, lines 12-13)

The claimant argued at the full hearing that he sustained a

compensable back injury on June 2, 2011.  In the alternative, the claimant

argued that if he did in fact sustain an idiopathic fall that the injury was still

compensable because the claimant’s work conditions related to his
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employment contributed to his risk by placing him in a position which

increased the dangerous effects of the fall, the positional risk doctrine.

Respondents contend the claimant sustained an idiopathic fall or idiopathic

injury and that the positional risk doctrine does not apply.  Respondents

contended the claimant did not sustained a compensable back injury on

June 2, 2011.  

ADJUDICATION

The first issue to address is whether the claimant sustained an

idiopathic injury or an unexplained injury.  An  idiopathic injury is one whose

cause is personal in nature, or peculiar to the individual.  Swaim v. Wal-Mart

Assoc., Inc., 91 Ark. App. 120, 208 S.W.3d 837 (2005).  Injuries sustained

due to an unexplained cause are different from injuries where the cause is

idiopathic.  Where a claimant suffers an unexplained injury at work, it is

generally compensable.  Because an idiopathic injury is not related to

employment, it is generally not compensable unless conditions related to the

employment contribute to the risk of injury or aggravate the injury.  

In the case at hand, I find the claimant clearly sustained an idiopathic

event/injury.  The Medical Treatment Form found at Respondents’ Exhibit 2,

page 1, states, “Employee takes clonazapam for seizures.”  The medical

evidence and the claimant’s own testimony reveals the claimant had a history

of seizures prior to June 2, 2011.  In fact, the witness’ testimony found in the
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record herein found at Respondents’ Exhibit 2, pages 2-3, further substantiate

the fact that the claimant was experiencing a seizure on June 2, 2011.  The

witness’ testimony states that the claimant was “having a sizure [sic]” and

“foaming at the mouth.”  In fact the claimant’s attorney stated at the full

hearing that there was evidence in the record that the claimant had a seizure.

(T. p. 28, lines 11-13)

The evidence overwhelmingly shows the claimant’s event on June 2,

2011, was not unexplained but rather personal in nature and therefore

idiopathic.  Since an idiopathic injury is not related to employment, it is

generally not compensable unless conditions related to the employment

contribute to the risk of injury or aggravate the injury.  Claimant argued the

positional risk doctrine and argued that the conditions related to his

employment contributed to his back injury.  W hile it is true the claimant’s

idiopathic event took place on a scissor lift, the scissor lift was in the down

position at the time of the claimant’s idiopathic seizure.  The evidence shows

there was metal railing around the scissor lift and the claimant testified that

when he passed out he remembered hitting the side of the lift.  However, the

claimant’s testimony with regard to hitting the side of the lift is in direct

contradiction to the other parts of his testimony wherein he states he really

couldn’t remember anything after he began feeling faint.  (T. p. 14, lines 4-11;

p. 21, lines 16-25; p. 22, lines 1-6)  Whether the claimant actually hit the side
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of the lift at the time of his seizure is in question.  The witness’ statements

found at Respondents’ Exhibit 2, pages 2-3, from Mr. Charles Duncan and Mr.

Kenneth Clark do not state that the claimant ever hit the side of the lift.  The

claimant argues that due to him being in the scissor lift he was in a position

of increased risk and that the positional risk doctrine dictates his idiopathic

injury be found compensable.  However, the claimant’s testimony and the

witness’ reports show the claimant was required to be in a safety harness

whenever in the scissor lift.  The claimant’s own testimony indicates that it was

protocol for him to have the safety harness on if in the scissor lift and the

claimant further testified that he would have followed that protocol.

Additionally, Mr. Kenneth Clark in his handwritten witness’ report stated,

“Proceeded to remove his harness...”.  The fact that the claimant had a safety

harness on even though the scissor lift was in the down position indicates to

this examiner that the claimant was not in an area of increased risk due to his

employment but rather the seizure occurred at a time when the claimant had

a safety harness on that would benefit someone passing out with a seizure.

The facts in this case are more closely related to that in Whitten v.

Edward Trucking/Corporate Solutions, 87 Ark. App. 112, 189 S.W.3d 82

(2004).  In Whitten, the Court found that the simple act of ascending stairs

during an idiopathic event did not contribute to his accident.  By contrast, the

Court in ERC Contractor Yard & Sales v. Robertson, 335 Ark. 63, 977 S.W.2d
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212 (1998) found that the claimant’s duties required him to be on scaffolding

twelve to fifteen feet above ground did increase claimant’s risk as associated

with claimant’s employment.  The case at hand is more analogous to Whitten

v. Edward Trucking/Corporation Solutions in that at the time of the claimant’s

idiopathic event he was not up high in the lift but was merely standing with a

safety harness on at the time of his idiopathic event.  Based upon the credible

evidence now before the Commission, I find that the claimant has failed to

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that his employment significantly

increased his risk of injury.  Therefore, the positional risk doctrine as argued

by the claimant does not apply and since the claimant sustained a non-

compensable idiopathic event, he has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that he sustained any compensable injury while working for the

respondent employer on June 2, 2011.

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be and hereby is

respectfully denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

S. DALE DOUTHIT

Administrative Law Judge


